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Magicquinceaneradresses.com Announces A Special Offer On Its Beautiful
Dama Dresses

Recently, Magicquinceaneradresses.com, a renowned wedding dress manufacturer and
retailer, excitedly announces the addition of a new line of dama dresses.

(PRWEB) August 15, 2014 -- Recently, Magicquinceaneradresses.com, a renowned wedding dress
manufacturer and retailer, excitedly announces the addition of a new line of dama dresses. Moreover, the
company is now offering great savings, 30-65% discounts, on these new dresses.

The company’s online shop has become a one stop platform for ladies to get amazing special occasion outfits.
In addition to exquisite dama dresses, it also offers great after-sale services. Its hot products include magic
Quinceanera gowns, plus size Quinceanera gowns, modern Quinceanera dresses, and sweet 15 Quinceanera
dresses. Discounted shipping fees are also provided for all clients.

The company’s sales representative says, “We are proud to offer the new dama gowns for our new and old
clients. Now, all of these outfits are provided at the lowest possible prices. I believe worldwide customers can
get real benefits from the current special offer. We took the decision to launch the promotion because we are
encouraged by our customers who have supported us for quite a long time.”

The designers of MagicQuinceaneraDress.com will help customers do the whole image planning, from head to
toe to give them the most elegant recommendations. The sales representative stressed, “If you have any
questions during your shopping, please feel free to contact our customer service. We always have someone on
hand to answer your questions or respond to your message within 24 hours.”

About MagicQuinceaneraDress.com:
MagicQuinceaneraDress.com is an award-winning wedding dress manufacturer and retailer, inspiring modern
women to live beautifully every day. Its dresses (wedding dresses, cocktail dresses, bridesmaid dresses, evening
dresses and more) are very popular in the market for the high quality and trendy designs. At
MagicQuinceaneraDress, ladies will receive professional help directly from dress experts.
More information can be found athttp://www.magicquinceaneradresses.com/.
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Contact Information
Customer Service
Magicquinceaneradresses.com
http://www.magicquinceaneradresses.com/
+86 18098912759

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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